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About This Game

1680, Vicenza, Italy. Explore the ruins of an ancient religion that riddle the catacombs beneath a noble estate, where the shadow
of a forgotten god has awakened to haunt the dreams of men. A dark tale in the classic, gothic tradition, The Abbot’s Book

traces the lives of four generations of a family cursed by the corrupting influence of a mysterious book.

When complete, The Abbot's Book will be 8 episodes of VR narrative content. This demo shows a small slice of the 7th episode.
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Short but scary demo. Nice environment. Lots of talking.. Very good graphics. Great atmosphere. I'd buy it. Where is it?. It's
not a big demo so it doesn't take long to download and play, I suggest everyone who is interested in story based games to at least
check it out. The graphics of the enviroment needs an overhaul in some places, but the locations are interesting . The demo is
really short, but it does give you a feel for the game, and it looks to be amasing. The place you arrive at before the demo ended
left me in awe as I gazed into the darkness of one of the most interesting and imposing lcoations I've seen in VR.

Played with Rift without any issues.. Beautiful! Stunning! I felt like I was on a LOTR movie set. Really looking forward to the
full release. Everything about this is great. Very imaginitive. The first experience that made me feel like an actor in a movie.
Great work devs!. Sorry, ,this game just didnt catch me while i was playing.
After playing the demo i think it is likely i will not by the game.
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